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We have been passionately developing and making products for 
rooms full of life for many years. At our company headquarters 
in Rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of Sauerland, it is our 
daily challenge to perfect these and therefore ensure the great-
est benefit for our customers. Our love of innovation is evident 
in everything: in our huge range, in our company and in the 
way that we work together. Always collaboratively and fairly but 
also purposefully and reliably. Our company motto is: a Meister-
Werke masterpiece every day!

As a family-run company we also think about future genera-
tions. That’s why respect for nature and natural resources 
is a matter of course for us. We place great importance on 
environmentally sound origin and short transport routes when 
choosing our materials. Independent testing institutes verify 
that the materials used are harmless. Resulting in products that 
combine top quality, maximum comfort and a great feeling year 
after year. For your rooms full of life.
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Longlife parquet Cottage | PD 400 | Limed off-white oak lively 8541 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet –        
real wood stays beautiful for longer
Totally natural, wonderfully warm, very durable and extremely attractive – parquet is all of these. 
The classic among flooring brings atmosphere to every room with wood. Everyone will find their 
personal favourite with many different woods, formats and finishes – that’s a promise!
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Energy-saving
  
Parquet on underfloor heating? Not a problem for Longlife parquet 
as it transports the heat from hot water underfloor heating to the 
surface quickly and without losing much energy. The reason: in 
contrast to standard spruce boards, in the high density HDF middle 
layer there are hardly any air pockets that might have a heat insulat-
ing effect. As a result, the heat from the underfloor heating gets to 
where it should, your room, unhindered. This not only guarantees a 
high level of living comfort but also optimised heating costs.

The parquet from MEISTER is 

Longlife parquet: parquet for life!

called Longlife parquet, as we know: 

The reason for this is the sophisticated 

MEISTER parquet simply lasts longer! 

technology invested in Longlife parquet.

Stable
Longlife parquet is extremely durable and very resilient. This is 
ensured by an extremely dimensionally stable and high quality HDF 
(HDF = High Density Fibreboard) middle layer. It stabilises 
the surface and largely makes it insensitive to pressure.
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Ecological 
MEISTER Longlife parquet actively contributes to environmental 
protection. As a result of the perfect combination of the 2.5 mm 
fine wood wear layer and the special HDF middle layer, only 
roughly a tenth of wood, a valuable resource, is required to 
produce MEISTER parquet, compared to a solid wood floor.  

Healthy living
Our Longlife parquet is a natural product. It regulates humidity 
and ensures a healthy living climate. These floors are particularly 
hygienic thanks to them being easy to clean and maintain. You 
can be sure that all the processed raw materials are carefully 
selected and subjected to regular tests in our labs.

Quiet
Our parquet reduces noise from developing with a very 
simple principle: greater mass produces less vibrations. By using a 
HDF middle layer the plank’s own weight is increased by approx. 
50 percent. The result: less vibrations, less room noise – more 
quiet.

Easy to install 
Longlife parquet is easy, quick and safe to install. Our innovative 
locking systems ensure easy installation, maximum precision 
fit and permanent joint locks. By the way: this also applies to 
so-called floating installations where the floor is not bonded.

Award-winning
MEISTER Longlife parquet

except for: Smoked oak
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Longlife parquet Classic | PD 200 | Off-white rustic oak 8489 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet 
Classic:
parquet is this easy!
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Infinitely comfortable: 
Nature rules here!
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Longlife parquet Classic | PD 200 | Off-white rustic oak 8489 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Wonderfully 
compact: the 
pocket plank.
Plenty of variety and a strong play on colours and 
structure? It’s possible even with not much space! 
The pocket plank from MEISTER is the little star in 
the Classic range with less than one metre in length 
and trendily shows how natural parquet can look 
even in smaller rooms.

Longlife parquet Classic | PD 150 | Distinctive golden brown oak 8537 |  brushed | matt laquered
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Longlife parquet Classic | PD 150 | Distinctive oak 8532 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Longlife parquet
Premium:
Floors that
mean the world. 
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Longlife parquet Cottage | PD 400 | Authentic brown-grey oak 8555 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Longlife parquet Penta | PD 450 | Light oak harmonious 8176 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet 
Penta:
Welcome
to the 
premiere league!
» Penta « is anything but an understatement: 
spaciousness sets the tone in this collection with lively 
and harmonious oak surfaces!

Longlife parquet Penta | PD 450 | Pure oak lively 8595 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet 
Cottage: 
the classic plank

Sometimes just that little bit more is required: 
more cosiness, more expanse, more ambience. 
The planks in the Longlife parquet » Cottage « 
collection are right at the forefront when it 
comes to this. Naturally oiled, matt or high-gloss 
lacquered, rustic or harmonious – the main thing 
is that it is right. For you and for your home.

Longlife parquet Cottage | PD 400 | Authentic brown-grey oak 8555 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Idyllic? With pleasure!
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Longlife parquet Cottage | PD 400 | Pure oak harmonious 8540 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet 
Residence:
The modern 
celebrates the past.

Longlife parquet Residence | PS 500 | Authentic white oak 8563 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Longlife parquet Residence | PS 500 | Natural pearl oak 8569 | matt lacquered

Back to the 
future. A classic 
reinterpreted.
Herringbone is a classic among parquet installation. 
Spacious dimensions and contemporary surface 
finishes breathe fresh life into the floor. Individualists 
will find a parquet with which they can realise their very 
own interior design ideas in the here and now. By the 
way, in other ways of laying too, such as square or 
lattice pattern.
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Maxi format 
planks:
The PS 300 residence version scores with spacious 
strips and lays the foundation for a whole range of 
different living styles. 

Longlife parquet Residence | PS 300 | Oak harmonious 8027 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet Style | PC 400 | White oak country 8584 | planked, vintage structure, brushed | naturally oiled
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What makes modern floors? Style, style, style!  
The trend sets the tone in this collection and 
steadfastly shows how stylish (flooring) fashion can be.

Longlife parquet 
Style:
Live life a bit unusually
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Longlife parquet Style | PQ 500 | Pure oak country 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled
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Caution: 
life meets style!

Longlife parquet Style | PC 400 | Oak country 8263 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

Longlife parquet Style | PC 400 | Pure oak country 8598 | brushed, planked | naturally oiled



What actually do » lacquered «
or » naturally oiled « mean?
Wood is a valuable, natural resource that we transform into something really special with total 
respect and a sensitive touch. Our surface finishes with high quality oils or lacquers accentuate 
the respective wood’s character and provide it with permanent protection.

…lacquered 

The lacquer is a special surface treatment that 
makes our Longlife parquet extremely durable 
and easy to clean. The Duratec Plus lacquer seal 
consists of seven layers in total, the mixture of 
lacquers in the individual layers and their order 
takes into account that parquet floors may  
possibly be sanded down. The entire 
construction consists of a formaldehyde-free 
and ecologically non-harmful acrylic lacquer.
The lacquer is available in three looks, lacquered, 
high-gloss lacquered and matt lacquered. 
The high-gloss lacquer looks extremely luxuri-
ous, matt lacquer on the other hand really brings 
out the best in many woods. It receives a warm, 
natural look from this.

high-gloss lacquered



naturally oiled

lacquered

matt lacquered

…naturally oiled

Natural oils and waxes are the basis for our 
Longlife parquet’s naturally oiled surfaces. 
Weartec® Nature penetrates deep into the 
wood and forms a protective, breathable surface. 
This kind of finish creates a natural appearance 
with subtle brilliance, emphasises the grain as 
well as structure, regulates humidity and ensures 
a healthy living climate. All Longlife parquet floors 
with Weartec® Nature finish are treated ready for 
residential use and do not have to be treated with 
oil after installation. However, the naturally oiled 
surface does require a regular polish, which gives 
the floor a natural shine and ensures exceptional 
resistance. If required, it can be re-oiled and partly 
refinished without any sanding down.
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What actually does
» grading « mean?
In nature no one tree is like another and even within one tree the wood can have 
various different types of looks. Exactly the same applies to parquet: as a living piece 
of nature, no plank is the same as any other, each single one is characterised by its 
structure, play on colours as well as surface treatment and finish. Resulting in differ-
ent looking floors that significantly shape the overall impression of a room.
Our Longlife parquet in eleven gradings opens up a whole variety of options for you 
to find the most beautiful basis for your home.

Lively
 

In this grading we deliberate-
ly offer surfaces with strong 
colours and structures, which 
emphasise the wood‘s natural 
character. Healthy knots, sap-
wood and brownwood are part 
of the overall lively image. Our 
oak planks and oak maxi strips 
do not have any sapwood. Cra-
cked knots are professionally 
filled. Small cracks that cannot 
be filled and knots may appear.

Harmonious
 

It‘s all about the natural mix: 
for the » harmonious « grading 
we choose woods with a calm 
look as well as a balanced and 
natural play on colours. They 
contain few tightly intergrown 
knots and brownwood and do 
not have any sapwood. Oc-
casional, professionally filled 
cracked knots may appear in 
the PD 450 collection.

Ambience
 

For a calm overall look: 
Planks in this grading have a 
natural play on colours with 
a few small knots. Sapwood 
and slight cracks ensure the 
balanced interplay between 
liveliness and elegance.

Natural
 

Small knots both intergrown 
and professionally filled and a 
few occasional cracks ensure 
a balanced overall look. Small 
cracks that cannot be filled and 
knots may appear.
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Vital
 

Real woods with a distinctive 
play on colour and structure 
provide the basis for this gra-
ding. Larger knots and occasio-
nal cracks enhance the overall 
lively appearance. There is no 
sapwood with this grading.  
Cracked knots and cracks are  
professionally filled. Small 
cracks that cannot be filled and 
knots may appear.

Mountain
 

Based on the » distinctive « 
grading with its strong colours 
and structures, more sapwood 
and brownwood and distinctive 
knots, all cracked knots and 
cracks are deliberately uneven-
ly filled and marked.

Rustic
 

In this grading we deliberate-
ly offer surfaces with strong 
colours and structures, which 
emphasise the wood‘s natural 
character. Larger knots, occa-
sional cracks and sapwood are 
part of the overall rustic image. 
Cracked knots and cracks 
are professionally filled. Small 
cracks that cannot be filled and 
knots may appear.

Country
 

Real woods with a distinctive 
play on colour and structure 
form the basis for this gra-
ding. Larger knots and occa-
sional cracks are deliberately 
unevenly filled and marked 
and enhance the overall lively 
appearance. Together with the 
unevenly produced joint pat-
terns between the individual 
strips and on the planks a really 
impressive surface results.

Canyon
 

In this grading, oak surfaces 
with a really special overall 
rustic impression and dis-
tinctive play on colours and 
structure are used. The natural 
and raw character of the floor 
is emphasised by larger knots 
and varying degrees of cracks, 
which are deliberately uneven-
ly filled and marked.

Distinctive
 

An interesting, powerful play 
on colours and structures em-
phasises the distinctive charac-
ter of this floor. Sapwood and 
brownwood as well as distincti-
ve knots and occasional cracks 
define the floor‘s impressive 
appearance. Cracked knots and 
cracks are professionally filled. 
Small cracks that cannot be 
filled and knots may appear.

Authentic
 

Based on the »vital« grading,  
cracked knots and cracks are  
deliberately unevenly filled and 
marked here. This lends the laid 
floor a natural, really lively  
appearance.

100 % natural

Longlife parquet is a 
natural product. Therefore 
differences in colour and 
structure are an expres-
sion of its authenticity. 
Wood is subject to typical 
changes in colour when 
exposed to direct sunlight. 
Depending on the inten-
sity and light effect, light 
woods get darker or a yel-
low tinge. Darker woods 
get lighter. With smoked 
Longlife parquet there are 
very specific shades of 
colour. The differences in 
colour on individual planks 
and from plank to plank 
caused by the varying tan-
nin content in the wood 
is what distinguishes the 
natural parquet product.
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Longlife parquet Cottage | PD400 | Cream oak lively 8543 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Our care advice for 
Longlife parquet 

First clean after installation 

Once the floor has been installed, you have to subject it to a thorough clean before it 
is used for the first time (» cleaning after construction work «). In doing so you remove 
the dirt and dust caused by the installation and prepare the floor for future use. 

To clean naturally oiled MEISTER Longlife parquet use CC Wood Care diluted with 
water in a ratio of 1:200, to clean lacquered and matt lacquered Longlife parquet use 
CC Wood and Cork Floor Cleaner. 
The floor should be wiped damp using a lint free cloth, which has been dipped in this 
solution and wrung out well. For commercial areas and areas which are particularly 
highly frequented, we recommend subsequent treatment with a suitable care oil for 
naturally oiled surfaces. 

Regular cleaning

Normal vacuum cleaning or sweeping is perfectly adequate to 
remove everyday dirt. For regular cleaning and care please use CC 
Wood Care or CC Wood and Cork Floor Cleaner diluted with water 
in a ratio of 1:200. Wipe the floor damp using a lint free cloth, which 
has been dipped in this solution and wrung out well, as with cleaning 
after construction work.

Refreshing and re-oiling (approx. once a year)

We recommend refreshing your naturally oiled MEISTER Longlife parquet with CC 
H2Oil to keep it looking beautiful for a long time as soon as the first signs of wear 
appear. If the floor has just a normal level of dirt clean it beforehand using CC Wood 
Care (1:200), it is best to use a disk buffing machine with larger areas. Ask your retailer 
about hiring one! After the floor has dried completely, apply CC H2Oil undiluted very 
thinly and evenly using a lint free mop. Leave the area to dry for at least 12 hours 
before use.
To preserve the quality of lacquered and matt lacquered surfaces we recommend 
using CC Wood and Cork Floor Polish matt. 
Alternatively, the Osmo products are available for naturally oiled floors too (Osmo 
Wash and Care, Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner, Osmo Polyx® Oil 3062 matt).
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Lindura –
a strong character.
Lindura is an innovative floor in the real wood flooring range from MEISTER that is based on wood 
powder technology. A real wood covering layer, wood powder, an HDF middle layer and wood powder 
backing with real wood cover are permanently »fused together« under pressure and heat. Resulting 
in floors that are tough, pleasantly warm to the foot, resistant and easy to clean. The high quality real 
wood covering layers made from oak, larch and walnut give Lindura a particularly natural appearance.
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Lindura | HD 300 | Olive grey rustic oak 8511 | Vintage structure, brushed | naturally oiled



Lindura | HD 300 | White washed rustic oak 8425 | brushed | naturally oiled
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Lindura:
A strong character. 
Unique. Beautiful!
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Real wood with depth
Naturally oiled Lindura planks stand for a distinctive rustic nature: knots, cracks and 
wooden pores are emphasised particularly due to the unique production process.  
With a rich play on colours, each plank is a greeting from nature and is unique from 
every perspective.

Lindura | HD 300 | Olive grey rustic oak 8511 | Vintage structure, brushed | naturally oiled
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The used look of the naturally oiled Lindura planks blends 
superbly into a rustic ambience and creates special accents in 
modern interiors. The tough floors gain maturity and a sheen 
during the course of their life and are therefore also ideal for 
rooms with heavy wear.
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Lindura | HD 300 | Natural arctic white oak 8516 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Lindura | HD 300 | American walnut lively 8523 | matt lacquered

Top performance.
Anyone who prefers things a little less rustic can choose a matt 
lacquered surface: the calm and harmonious overall impression 
is perfect here!
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Healthy living 

Lindura is a natural product. All the materials used are selected carefully and 
are subject to regular tests in our labs. The installed floor regulates humidity and 
ensures a healthy living climate. It is particularly hygienic thanks to it being easy 
to clean and maintain. As a result this high-tech wooden floor allows for environ-
mentally friendly and healthy living.

Easy to clean 

Regularly cleaning Lindura is the easiest thing imaginable with care products 
from MEISTER! Simply dilute the right product from the MEISTER parquet 
care range for naturally oiled or lacquered surfaces in water for mainte-
nance cleaning. Regular re-oiling is recommended to preserve the quality 
of a naturally oiled Lindura surface. 

Durable
A comparison test in our laboratory clearly shows: a metal ball 
dropped with 4,000 newtons of pressure leaves behind a clearly 
visible dent on standard parquet. With Lindura wood floors there 
are hardly any traces to be seen.

Robust
  
Lindura loves challenges and even takes high heels at a party 
in its stride.

Energy-saving
Thanks to the special product structure, Lindura’s thermal resistance is particularly 
low at 0.084 m² K/W combined with the MEISTER Silence 25 DB insulating under-
lay. With a floating installation, the floor covering on top of a hot water underfloor 
heating should also not exceed the limit of 0.15m²K/W laid down by regulations* 
in order to quickly transport the heat supplied to the surface.

* Federal Association of Surface Heating and Surface Cooling e. V.

High-tech meets nature

to its stylish look. The technical  
Lindura not only scores due 

properties are also impressive.

Award-winning
MEISTER Lindura
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High-tech meets nature

to its stylish look. The technical  
Lindura not only scores due 

properties are also impressive.

Our care advice 
for Lindura flooring

First clean after installation 

Once the floor has been installed, you have to subject it to a thorough clean before it 
is used for the first time (» cleaning after construction work «). In doing so you remove 
the dirt and dust caused by the installation and prepare the floor for future use. 

To clean naturally oiled Lindura wood flooring use CC Wood Care diluted with water 
in a ratio of 1:200. To clean matt lacquered Lindura use the CC Wood and Cork Floor 
Cleaner.

The floor should be wiped damp using a lint free cloth, which has been dipped in this 
solution and wrung out well. For commercial areas and areas which are  
particularly highly frequented, we recommend subsequent treatment with a  
suitable care oil for naturally oiled surfaces.

Regular cleaning

Normal vacuum cleaning or sweeping is perfectly adequate to 
remove everyday dirt. For regular cleaning and care please use CC 
Wood Care or CC Wood and Cork Floor Cleaner diluted with water 
in a ratio of 1:200. Wipe the floor damp using a lint free cloth, which 
has been dipped in this solution and wrung out well, as with cleaning 
after construction work.

Refreshing and re-oiling (approx. once a year)

We recommend refreshing your naturally oiled MEISTER Longlife parquet with CC 
H2Oil to keep it looking beautiful for a long time as soon as the first signs of wear 
appear.  If the floor has just a normal level of dirt clean it beforehand using CC Wood 
Care (1:200), it is best to use a disk buffing machine with larger areas. Ask your retailer 
about hiring one! After the floor has dried completely, apply CC H2Oil undiluted very 
thinly and evenly using a lint free mop. Leave the area to dry for at least 12 hours 
before use.

To preserve the quality of matt lacquered surfaces we recommend using CC Wood 
and Cork Floor Polish matt. 

Alternatively, the Osmo products are available for naturally oiled floors too (Osmo 
Wash and Care, Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner, Osmo Polyx® Oil 3062 matt). 



Top 
performance.
Wood is a valuable, natural resource that we 
transform into something really special with total 
respect and a sensitive touch. Our surface finishes 
with high quality oils or lacquers accentuate the 
respective wood’s character and provide it with 
permanent protection.

Naturally oiled Lindura 
wood flooring 
Natural oils and waxes are the basis 
for our naturally oiled Lindura surfaces. 
Weartec® Nature penetrates deep into 
the wood and forms a protective, breath-
able surface. This kind of finish creates a 
natural appearance with subtle brilliance,  
emphasises the grain as well as structure, 
regulates humidity and ensures a healthy 
living climate. All Lindura floors with 
Weartec® Nature finish are treated ready 
for residential use and do not have to be 
treated with oil after installation. However, 
the naturally oiled surface does require a 
regular polish, which gives the floor a  
natural shine and ensures exceptional 
resistance. If required, it can be partly 
refinished. 

Matt lacquered Lindura 
wood flooring 
Matt lacquer really brings out the wood’s 
character. The wood receives a warm, 
natural look from this. 
The environmentally friendly Duratec lac-
quer seal on the Lindura wood flooring is 
extremely durable and easy to clean. The 
entire composition consists of a formalde-
hyde-free, UV-hardened and ecologically 
non-harmful acrylic lacquer. This lacquer is 
particularly hard as, unlike with other par-
quet flooring, it does not have to be taken 
into account that the floor may possibly be 
sanded down. 
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What actually does
» grading « mean?
In nature no one tree is like another and even within one tree the wood can have 
various different types of looks. Exactly the same applies to parquet and Lindura wood 
flooring too: every single plank is characterised by its structure, play on colours as well 
as surface treatment and finish. Resulting in different looking floors that significantly 
shape the overall impression of a room.

Natural
 
For the » natural « grading we 
choose surfaces with a balanced 
play on colours. Healthy tightly 
intergrown knots and occasional 
cracks are part of the floor’s over-
all natural look. The wood powder 
technology ensures perfectly filled 
cracked knots and cracks.

Lively
 
In this grading we deliberately 
offer surfaces with strong colours 
and structures, which emphasi-
se the wood‘s natural character. 
Healthy distinctive knots and 
splints are part of the overall lively 
image. Cracked knots and cracks 
are – just like the grading » natu-
ral «- filled perfectly using wood 
powder technology.

Rustic
 
This grading provides a rustic  
appearance with an interesting play 
on colours and structures. Healthy 
distinctive knots are not  limited in 
their diameter or frequency.The na-
tural and raw character of the floor 
is emphasised by larger knots and 
varying degrees of cracks, which 
are individually filled using wood 
powder technology.
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Design flooring Catega® Flex | DD 300 | Old wood oak 6954 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure 

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING
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Design flooring –
healthy floors with style
and format

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING
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Design flooring impresses with its trendy wood effects from 
classic oak to light maple and totally modern vintage wood. 
It is extremely warm to the foot and therefore the very first 
choice for children’s bedrooms. 

Design flooring is really uncomplicated flooring and is made for 
healthy and beautiful living. Modern surfaces meet innovative 
production technologies here. As a result, floors are created that 
more than meet all the requirements for perfect design, strength 
and durability.

a floor for all eventualities.

Design flooring – 

A breath of fresh air for any room: With its totally modern look 
design flooring shows off its best side in any room. It is the healthy 
living alternative to vinyl, as good design flooring is made without 
using any PVC and harmful plasticisers.
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As extremely thin flooring it is perfect for renovations, because 
the annoying sanding of doors and frames is simply not required.

except for: Smoked oak

Only for Design 
flooring Premium

Award-winning
MEISTER Design flooring
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Design flooring Classic | DD 85 | Ceramica 6979 | Decor | Stone pore structure
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Design flooring
Classic:
A simply beautiful 
flooring.
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Flexible. 
Compact.
Easy to clean. 
Do you like modern design? But comfortable 
nevertheless? Then the Classic design flooring 
is the right choice for you. Design flooring is 
uncomplicated flooring and is made for healthy 
and beautiful living. Modern surfaces meet inno-
vative production technologies here. As a result, 
floors are created that more than meet all the 
requirements for perfect design, strength and 
durability. From » Cinnamon Oak « to » White Island « 
there are floors in 8 thrilling, beautiful and trendy 
decors and two different widths – real design 
flooring in fact.

Design flooring Classic | DD 85 | Ceramica 6979 | Decor | Stone pore structure
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And it doesn’t just look good! Classic design flooring is 
extremely warm to the foot and therefore not just the very 
first choice for children’s bedrooms. Renovators will love 
it too: as extremely thin flooring Classic design flooring fits 
into any room. Annoying and laborious trimming of doors 
and frames is therefore unnecessary in many cases.Classic 
design flooring, in contrast to many vinyl floors, is perfect 
for installing on existing subfloors, for example tiles. Sub-
floors do not show through thanks to the special stable 
AquaSafe board.
See for yourself: this floor is really very simple! And at the 
same time good for you, your home and the environment. 
Classic design flooring does not use any PVC or harmful 
plasticisers at all and is therefore a healthy living alterna-
tive to many vinyl floors – the Blue Angel confirms this. 
On top of all this, the floor is hygienic and hypoallergenic 
thanks to easy cleaning.

The Classic design flooring surface is produced 

using the innovative, patented SilentTouch® 

technology and is therefore extremely elastic, 

quiet, durable and easy to clean.

The SilentTouch®-

technology

Design flooring Classic | DD 75 | White Island 6961 | Decor | Wood finish matt structure
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Design flooring
Premium:
Healthy living can 
be this beautiful.
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Design flooring Catega® Flex | DD 300 | Clay grey old wood oak 6941 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure
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Design flooring Catega® Flex | DD 300 | Old wood pine 6951 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure
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Design flooring Catega® Flex:
The sum of all floors 
A floor that is warm to the foot, attractive, easy to clean, durable, without any plasticisers, easy 
to install and ideal for renovations – it’s not a fairytale but a real dream for your home. The Catega Flex floor 
innovation makes you want to stay at home and cuts a fine figure across the board. From authentically natural 
to somewhat unusual, 18 decors provide a rich variety of different looks. 
The inner values are naturally impressive too: With just 5 mm installation height but generous plank 
format, the Catega Flex is sleek and slimline and can be easily and securely installed using Multiclic. At the 
same time it is also perfect for healthy living: Catega Flex does not contain any PVC and artificial plasticisers.

The Catega® Flex design flooring surface is produ-

ced using the innovative, patented SilentTouch® 

technology and is therefore extremely elastic, 

quiet, durable and easy to clean.

The SilentTouch®-

technology

Design flooring Catega® Flex | DD 300 | Arctic white oak 6946 | 
Wood effect | Raw wood pore structure
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Design flooring Tecara:
An extra portion of comfort
Tecara is the design flooring with an extra portion of comfort: a cork layer under each high quality 
Puretec® surface and underneath ensure elasticity that is easy on the joints and minimum noise 
development – for a maximum sense of well-being! The outer values are also spot on. The wood 
structures embossed into the surface make this collection’s decor look totally authentic.
Obviously, we never use PVC and phthalates with this design flooring either. As we believe: a floor 
should only contain ecologically sound components that are completely harmless to health!

Design flooring Tecara | DD 350 S | Old wood oak 6972 | Wood effect | Woodlike structure
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Design flooring Tecara | DD 350 S | Distinctive grey white oak 6971 |  
Wood effect | Woodlike structure
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Cork flooring Classic        

Cork flooring Classic | KC 85 S | White grey vintage 6817 | matt lacquered

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING CLASSIC
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Naturally 
quiet
Inspired by nature and timelessly 
beautiful: cork is a classic among 
natural flooring. And quite rightly 
too! It impresses for example with its 
ecological advantages. No trees have 
to be cut down to produce cork – the 
huge cork oaks are simply » shelled « 
and can therefore continue to grow. 
That’s good for nature – and cork 
flooring is good for your home. Its 
great elasticity is easy on the joints 
and its warmth is pleasant underfoot 
(naturally on underfloor heating too).  
And: this material is provided with 
great sound absorption by nature 
itself. See for yourself: cork is not just 
a good choice for children’s rooms 
and bedrooms!

Cork flooring Classic | KC 85 S | Light grey fine structure 6818 | matt lacquered

Cork flooring Classic | KC 85 S | Light grey fine structure 6818 | matt lacquered

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING CLASSIC
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Linoleum flooring Puro | LID 300 S | Cement grey 7302
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Natural flooring –        
quiet wellness
For everyone who places great value on their flooring being close to nature and healthy living.  
For everyone who does not want to do without a modern look nevertheless. Natural flooring is
the perfect combination of ecology, living comfort and trendy design. Natural flooring is our 
generic term for two extremely natural and ecological Premium floor coverings: linoleum and 
cork flooring. Making 16 different natural flooring surfaces all together. It’s your choice!
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Cork flooring Puro 
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Cork flooring Puro | KD 300 S | Cream medium structure 6819 | naturally oiled
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Totally natural 
and  
naturally quiet. 
Inspired by nature and timelessly beautiful: Puro 
cork flooring literally offers genuine living com-
fort. Its great elasticity is easy on the joints and its 
warmth is pleasant underfoot. Cork offers great 
sound absorption anyway. Making cork the perfect 
material for living rooms, bedrooms and children’s 
rooms – and anywhere else!
The harmonious surfaces in almost natural, time-
lessly modern colours round off the overall appear-
ance and make cork flooring the perfect trendy 
and wellness flooring. The treatment with natural 
oil really brings out the cork surface and gives it an 
extra subtle and matt look – so that you can enjoy 
your cork flooring for a long time to come!

Cork flooring Puro | KD 300 S | White vintage 6823 | naturally oiled

Cork flooring Puro | KD 300 S | Cream grey medium structure 6824 | naturally oiled

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING PREMIUM
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Our care advice for 
naturally oiled cork flooring

First clean after installation 

Once the floor has been installed, you have to subject it to a thorough clean before it 
is used for the first time (» cleaning after construction work «). In doing so you remove 
the dirt and dust caused by the installation and prepare the floor for future use.

To clean cork flooring use CC Wood Care diluted with water in a ratio of 1: 200. The 
floor should be wiped damp using a lint free cloth, which has been dipped in this solu-
tion and wrung out well.

Regular cleaning

Normal vacuum cleaning or sweeping is perfectly adequate to remove 
everyday dirt. For regular cleaning and care please use CC Wood Care 
diluted with water in a ratio of 1: 200. Wipe the floor damp using a lint 
free cloth, which has been dipped in this solution and wrung out well, 
as with cleaning after construction work.

Refreshing and re-oiling (approx. once a year)

We recommend refreshing your naturally oiled cork flooring with CC-H2Oil to keep 
it looking beautiful for a long time as soon as the first signs of wear appear.

Alternatively, Osmo products are also available (Osmo Wash and Care, Osmo 
Liquid Wax Cleaner).

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING PREMIUM

Award-winning
MEISTER cork flooring



Linoleum flooring Puro | LID 300 S | Slate anthracite 7306
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Linoleum flooring Puro

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LINOLEUM FLOORING PREMIUM
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Peace into your 
everyday life 
Linoleum flooring? Simply fascinating! A natural product through and through, 
extremely resilient and totally trendy in modern colours. And the best thing is: it also 
stands up to everyday life! With the » Topshield « protective surface finish we make 
our linoleum flooring stain-resistant, durable, easy to clean and even antibacterial.
So it’s not a problem if things should get a bit wild now and again at home.

Linoleum flooring Puro | LID 300 S | Golden brown 7305
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Linoleum: a genuine 
natural product 
Linoleum gets its correct hardness-elasticity ratio in the drying 
chamber. In turn, it leaves the chamber with a light yellow tinge, the 
so-called drying chamber film. This film degenerates after installation. 
Sunlight makes the floor take on its original colour. The length of time 
this process takes depends on the sunlight’s intensity. So you should 
not be surprised when you take your newly purchased linoleum 
flooring out of the cardboard packaging: your flooring needs a little 
time to find its right colour.

Linoleum flooring Puro | LID 300 S | Golden brown 7305

Award-winning
MEISTER linoleum flooring
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Nadura | NQ 500 | Concrete grey 6477 | Imitation | Stone pore structure
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Nadura: As hard as a rock. 
As warm as wood.
Modern tiles? Or a cosy wooden floor? We say: both! The innovative Nadura floor makes this  
possible. Warm underfoot and natural like wood, robust and unbreakable like tiles – these properties 
are perfectly combined in Nadura flooring. 
The main component of Nadura is the innovative »wood powder« – a mixture of fine wood fibres 
and mineral components that is compressed using pressure and high temperatures. Resulting in the 
Nadura surface that is in fact both: as hard as a rock and as warm as wood!
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Nadura | NB 400 | Warm grey structural concrete 6314 | Imitation
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Nadura | NB 400 | Imitation | Light grey sandstone 6313

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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Considerably 
different. 
Considerably better. 
Nadura makes the difference: a floor that is similar to ceramic and fine 
stoneware in hardness but is fitted with the warm to the foot feel-good 
factor of wood. This innovative material allows for a whole range of 
surface versions that replicate elegant slate and sandstone or modern 
concrete structures. Open up your rooms to a new dimension of design!

Nadura | NB 400 | Volcano metallic 6485 | Decor

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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Floors with a unique 
character 
A wooden floor for the kitchen? A stone floor in the bedroom? We recommend: 
durable and warm to the foot Nadura floors for both rooms! As Nadura plays to its 
individual strengths in any environment: just as tough as tiles and yet just as cosy 
as a wooden floor. Children’s rooms, living rooms, guest rooms, hallways and 
studies all benefit from this.

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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Nadura | NB 400 | Decor | Cream grey rustic 6480

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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Nadura | NQ 500 | Concrete grey 6477 | Imitation | Stone pore structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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The recipe for 
permanent 
pleasure 
It can happen very quickly, especially in the kitchen: 
a pot falls or a glass tips over. What leaves behind 
permanent traces on other floors is not even worth 
mentioning with Nadura flooring: just clean it up 
and it’s all forgotten. What remains are wonderful 
memories of cooking experiments, festive baking 
and family celebrations.

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA



Pleasantly warm to 
the foot
Due to the high share of wood fibres, body heat 
is drawn away slower than with ceramic or fine 
stoneware floors. Due to the share of mineral 
substances, Nadura floors are just as tough as 
stone or ceramic tiles.

Easy to clean
Red wine, oils and other liquids can permanently 
discolour the necessary cement joints between 
stone and ceramic tiles. They can be removed 
without a trace from the Nadura joints. 
Wet, coarse dirt can even be removed from the 
deeper surface structures as Nadura is extremely 
scrub and abrasion resistant.

Extremely durable
The high share of mineral substances gives the floor 
the toughness of a stone or ceramic tile. Whereas 
ceramic tiles split or crack when subject to impact, 
with Nadura only small dents or scratches result that 
can partly be repaired.

A perfect look
The embossed surface structures make Nadura 
floors look very realistic. Nadura is a natural 
product, each plank is a one-off.

84 DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA
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Our tip for 

cleaning:

Use standard cleaning 
agents or laminate clean-
ing agents that do not 
leave behind a film. The 
floor should be wiped 
damp, if necessary, use a 
scrubbing brush. The CC 
Wood Floor Deep Clean 
can be used in the event 
of stubborn dirt.Nadura | NB 400 | Slate anthracite 6332 | Imitation

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | NADURA

Award-winning
MEISTER Nadura
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Laminate flooring Melango | LD 300 | 25 | Atacama oak 6380 | Wood effect | Special pore effect

Laminate flooring – the easy
to clean feel-good floor
Robust, easy to clean, totally trendy and yet timeless – you can find your perfect room-mate with 
our laminate flooring. And the best thing is: if you want it to it lasts a really long time. You’ll see: 
you’re definitely doing everything right with high-quality classic laminate flooring from MEISTER.
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Why does laminate flooring  
 
withstand so much?
  
Laminate is one of the most robust flooring that exists. Thanks 
to layers stably bonded together you get a floor on which you 
can really live it up – and for many years to come. The laminate 
surface made from natural melamine resin effectively protects 
the floor against external influences – from children’s toys to 
pets’ claws.

What is laminate flooring?
  
Laminate flooring has been the best selling hard floor covering for 
years and stands for easiness to clean and durability like no other 
floor. All-round uncomplicated flooring that requires very little 
attention and with which you keep a beautiful and resistant floor 
for many years to come – that’s a guarantee.

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING 
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Laminate flooring – truly 
ecological 
Laminate flooring is made 100% from natural resources, notably 
wood. The heart is a board made of compressed wood fibres. 
Underneath it is a » backing « to stabilise it and with some floors 
integrated insulation against noise. On top is the laminate floor-
ing’s » face «, the decor paper, e.g. with authentic wood or stone 
effects or really creative designs. The top layer (the walking layer) 
consists of resistant melamine resin and gives the laminate floor-
ing its incredible durability and easiness to clean. 

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING 

Association of European Producers 
of Laminate Flooring

Only for laminate 

flooring Premium

Award-winning
MEISTER Laminate flooring
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Laminate flooring Classic | LD 95 | Arcadia oak 6412 | Wood effect | Special pore effect
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Elegant oak or a modern, imaginative decor? Really rustic or more calm?  
Wonderfully light or dark and mysterious? Planks or compact format? Not a 
problem for your variety-packed laminate flooring – the choice is yours: you 
can find a large range of decor and different formats in the Classic laminate 
flooring collection. What’s your favourite laminate flooring?

Laminate flooring 
Classic
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Simply beautiful.
Can you tell it apart from real wood? We can’t either. Our 
elaborately produced decor sets trends and provides your home 
with the right setting. Regardless of which decor you choose. As: 
MEISTER laminate flooring doesn’t just look real but feels real too.

Laminate flooring Classic | LD 75 | Habanera oak 6429 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC
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Simply easy to clean.
Boredom is a thing of the past. Today kitchens are control centres, 
wellness oases and where everything happens – and not just at par-
ties. Our laminate floor even withstands big battles in the kitchen. All 
traces are removed from the wipe resistant surface in no time at all 
and peace is once again restored. Until the next time.

Laminate flooring Classic | LC 55 | Marrakech oak 6396 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC
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Simply robust.
Real life happens here. Good job there’s a floor that forgives 
plenty. The durable MEISTER laminate flooring is the perfect base 
for adventurous everyday life and is good to you all-round. As 
it does not contain any PVC and is produced without using any 
harmful plasticisers or solvents.

Laminate flooring Classic | LC 75 | Taverna oak 6428 | Wood effect | Wood finish matt structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC
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Laminate flooring 
Premium from  
MEISTER:
perfection in  
three collections 

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Melango | LD 300 | 20 | Sand oak 6435 | Wood effect | Special pore effect
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Laminate flooring Melango | LD 300 | 20 | Sand oak 6435 | Wood effect | Special pore effect

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Melango has become a classic 
among laminate planks in just a few 
years. It combines the robustness of 
laminate flooring with the authentic 
look of a plank. Over more than two 
metres every plank shows off perfect 
decor that is not repeated on the 
plank. Together with other details like 
the longitudinal or all-round bevel, 
this ensures a look where even 
experts can’t tell the difference from 
a wooden floor without looking twice.

Laminate 
flooring 
Melango,
Long and 
wide: Planks 
for spacious 
rooms

Laminate flooring Melango | LD 300 | 20 |  
Light oak 286 | Wood effect | Special pore effect

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Really beautifully stylish.

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Melango | LD 300 | 20 | Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect | Special pore effect

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring 
Talamo,
Narrow and elegant: 
impressive strips
High quality laminate flooring makes a good impression anywhere. The » Talamo « 
collection with its select surfaces and structures, which are perfectly coordinated 
to the format of these narrow planks, is a perfect example of this. What is charac-
teristic for » Talamo « are the intensive oak decors where the natural wooden look 
is also additionally accentuated by elegant pore structures. Allowing you to create 
perfect looking rooms for your home.

Laminate flooring Talamo | LS 300 | Vanilla oak 6265 | Wood effect | Raw wood pore structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Talamo | LC 300 | Dark oak 6445 | Wood effect | Raw wood pore structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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In the midst of life.

Laminate flooring Talamo | LS 300 | Natural oak 6446 | Wood effect | Raw wood pore structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Micala | LD 200 | Style Factory 6408 | Decor | Raw wood pore structure

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate 
flooring 
Micala:
Sophisticated 
and compact:  
the all-rounder
At just over 1.20m long, the » Micala « laminate 
flooring shows off its very best side. A huge variety 
of decors from totally classic to rather unusual can 
be combined as planks or 3-strip with all interior 
design styles. A version can be found for lovers 
of traditional wood effects too of course. It’s your 
choice: with longitudinal bevels you create the per-
fect plank look, the seamless decors on the other 
hand ensure an even and harmonious looking floor. 

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Living for 
advanced users

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Micala | LD 200 | Chianti oak 6392 | Wood effect | Special pore effect

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM



AquaSafe system
  
All premium laminate flooring from MEISTER is suitable for humid 
rooms* as they have the AquaSafe system’s comprehensive protec-
tion against humidity. This consists of three effective elements that 
protect the floor from any moisture penetrating:

| Surface protection
  The multi-layered and impregnated surfaces ensure effective  

protection against moisture. 
 
| Floor protection at the edges
 The specially developed and patented geometry of the click   
 mechanism that works with pre-tension guarantees that the  
 profile is sealed tight and permanently. 

| Anti-swelling base board
 The  » AquaSafe «  effective anti-swelling base board can largely  
 prevent swelling in the event of contact with water.

* So-called »humid rooms« are all rooms with higher but not permanent moisture and/

or with periodically high humidity, e.g. bathrooms. This does not include outdoor areas 

and wet rooms, e.g. saunas, shower cubicles, steam rooms and rooms with a floor 

drain. Please note: do not leave puddles of water/spills to dry on the surface but 

wipe up and wipe dry immediately (within 30 minutes).

the usual excellent MEISTER quality

Our premium laminate floorings have

but also a few other plus points 

special and perfect experience. 

points that make these floors a



Antistatic finish 

All premium laminate flooring from MEISTER also has an antistatic 
finish. This minimises the development of static electricity on peo-
ple to < 2 kV and thus protects against a lot of discharge on metal 
objects, e.g. when touching a door handle. 

Extended warranty in living areas 

We are so convinced of the quality of our premium laminate flooring 
that we give you an extra long warranty on it. Up to 25 years in 
living areas*.

Everything from one source
With MEISTER you are sure that everything goes together.  
Thanks to our system of a subsurface, mouldings, profiles and ends 
you get the perfect floor that is right for you and lasts a long time.

You can find information about our accessory programme at 
www.meister.com

Diamond Pro® surface
The special Diamond Pro surface provides special resistance against 
micro-scratches and abrasion and offers additional protection 
against wear.

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Panels:
Versatile and uniquely 
effective.
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Panels | SP 400 | Decor | Board black 4037
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Perfectly 
panelled walls 
and ceilings.
They perfect the interior design: when walls and 
ceilings merge together to make a home it gets 
very cosy. Panelled sloping ceilings create islands 
of visual peace and give the room structure. For 
your personal feel-good island.

Panels | Nova SP300 | Steel Imitation | metallic 4078

Panels | Nova SP 300 | Imitation | Concrete 4045

Panels | Bocado 200 | Wood effect |  Opaque white oak 4069
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Panels | Terra DP 250 | Light acacia 4012 | Wood effect
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By the way: Longlife parquet and Lindura 
wood flooring can also be attached to the 
wall using our simple rail system!

When the floor 
is going up the wall

Lindura | HD 300 | Natural arctic white oak 8516 | brushed | matt lacquered
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Longlife parquet Classic | PD 150 | Distinctive oak 8532 | brushed | naturally oiled

You can find details about the extensive MEISTER range of panels in 

the separate »Panels« catalogue and on www.meister.com
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Longlife parquet Classic

Polar white oak lively 8452 | brushed | lacquered | PC 200 1 White ash lively 8476 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Arctic white rustic oak 8488 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200 Arctic white rustic oak 8455 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200

Arctic white oak lively 8458 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Limed white oak lively 8480 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Off-white oak lively 8460 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Pure rustic oak 8486 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Classic

Limed cream oak lively 8481 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Caramel rustic oak 8462 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200

Distinctive caramel oak 8538 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 150 1 Off-white rustic oak 8489 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200

Distinctive off-white oak 8539 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 150 1 Cream oak lively 8326 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Off-white rustic oak 8456 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200 Distinctive off-white oak 8535 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 150 1
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Longlife parquet Classic

Lyed-look rustic oak 8138 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200 White rustic oak 8372 | matt lacquered | PD 200

Cream rustic oak 8325 | matt lacquered | PD 200 Off-white oak lively 8349 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1

Pure oak lively 8471 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1 Pure rustic oak 8484 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200

Pure oak lively 8478 | brushed | lacquered | PC 200 1 Caramel rustic oak 8457 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Classic

Distinctive caramel oak 8534 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 150 1 Caramel oak lively 8459 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Cream grey oak lively 8482 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Canadian maple harmonious 943 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Canadian maple lively 934 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Beech harmonious 913 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Beech lively 918 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Beech lively 8178 | naturally oiled | PC 200 1
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Longlife parquet Classic

Canadian maple lively 8177 | naturally oiled | PC 200 1 Steamed beech lively 8186 | naturally oiled | PC 200 1

Steamed beech harmonious 928 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Steamed beech lively 921 | lacquered | PC 200 1

Larch lively 8472 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1 Golden brown larch lively 8473 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1

American cherry tree harmonious 945 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Limed oak lively 8479 | lacquered | PC 200 1

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Classic

Distinctive oak 8532 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 150 1 Oak lively 8187 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1

Oak harmonious 910 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Rustic oak 8166 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200

Rustic oak 8137 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200 Distinctive oak 8536 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 150 1

Oak lively 903 | lacquered | PC 200 1 Golden brown oak lively 8475 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1
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Longlife parquet Classic

Golden brown rustic oak 8485 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 200 Golden brown rustic oak 8487 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 200

Distinctive golden brown oak 8537 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 150 1 Distinctive golden brown oak 8533 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 150 1

Tobacco grey oak lively 8474 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1 American walnut harmonious 960 | lacquered | PC 200

American walnut distinctive 991 | lacquered | PC 200 Smoked oak harmonious 8021 | brushed | lacquered | PC 200 1

1 FSC®-certified



Smoked oak lively 8105 | brushed | lacquered | PC 200 1 Smoked oak lively 8470 | brushed | naturally oiled | PC 200 1
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Longlife parquet Classic

PD 150

| 1-strip (pocket plank)  

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered surface  

| longitudinal V-bevel  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus  

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas  

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer  

| Thickness: 13mm  

| Effective measurement of: 900 x 180 mm 

PC 200

| 3-strip 

| Naturally oiled or lacquered surface 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm

PD 200 

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered surface 

| Longitudinal V-bevel 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 2200 x 180mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Penta

White oak lively 8135 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 550 1 Pure oak lively 8577 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 550 1

Oak lively 8091 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 550 1 Smoked oak lively 8131 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 550 1

PD 550 

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Naturally oiled surface 

| longitudinal irregular V-bevel 

| Click system: longitudinal Uniclic, tongue-and-groove connection on the end  

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas  

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 15mm 

| Lengths: 3650 | 4200mm 

| Widths: 220  | 260mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Penta

Limed white oak lively 8594 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1 Off-white oak harmonious 8596 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1

Pure oak lively 8595 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1 Light oak harmonious 8176 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1

Oak harmonious 8171 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1 Oak lively 8593 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 450 1

PD 450

| 1-Strip (plank)  

| Matt lacquered surface  

| All-round V-bevel  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus  

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas  

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer  

| Thickness: 13mm  

| Effective measurement: 2400 x 255mm 

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Polar white oak harmonious 8560 | brushed | high-gloss lacquered | PD 400 1 Polar white oak harmonious 8081 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Limed polar white authentic oak 8558 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 White washed oak harmonious 8384 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

White washed oak canyon 8383 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Limed white oak lively 8542 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Pearl oak lively 8544 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Pure vital oak 8494 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Canadian pure maple harmonious 8490 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Canadian maple lively 8024 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Limed off-white oak lively 8541 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Limed cream oak lively 8545 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Limed oak lively 8546 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Natural light oak lively 8552 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

White oak harmonious 8090 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Pure vital oak 8492 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Caribbean oak lively 8453 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Caribbean oak harmonious 8366 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Sahara oak harmonious 8364 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Nevada oak harmonious 8365 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Cream oak lively 8543 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Pure oak harmonious 8540 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Cream grey oak ambience 8222 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Cream grey oak ambience 8283 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Champagne oak lively 8551 | Scalloped edge structure | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Light grey oak lively 8548 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Off-white oak lively 8454 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Kalahari oak harmonious 8367 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Larch lively 8495 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Pure beech harmonious 8491 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Steamed beech lively 8033 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Oak harmonious 8027 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Oak canyon 8302 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Authentic oak 8290 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Oak lively 8091 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Light brown oak lively 8549 | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Oak lively 8028 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Vital oak 8377 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

Smoked oak harmonious light 8289 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Honey oak lively 8550 | Scalloped edge structure | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Authentic Bourbon oak 8556 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Pure smoked oak mountain light 8498 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Smoked oak mountain light 8307 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Golden brown larch lively 8496 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Mocha oak lively 8547 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1 Authentic brown-grey oak 8555 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Limed Terra oak canyon 8557 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Steamed oak canyon 8304 | brushed | high-gloss lacquered | PD 400 1
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Longlife parquet Cottage

Authentic antique brown oak 8554 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Light brown smoked oak mountain 8499 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

American walnut lively 8275 | matt lacquered | PD 400 Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Distinctive titanium silver oak 8221 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Distinctive silver grey oak 8305 | brushed | high-gloss lacquered | PD 400 1

Antique brown silver oak lively 8299 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1 Authentic olive grey oak 8553 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Cottage

PD 400 

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| naturally oiled, matt lacquered or high-gloss surface 

| with longitudinal V-bevel or longitudinal, irregular V-bevel 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas  

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 2200 x 180mm

Olive grey oak lively 8561 | brushed | high-gloss lacquered | PD 400 1 Dark brown oak canyon 8559 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Smoked oak lively 8303 | brushed | high-gloss lacquered | PD 400 1 Smoked oak harmonious 8288 | brushed | naturally oiled | PD 400 1

Smoked oak lively 8031 | brushed | matt lacquered | PD 400 1

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Residence

Limed white natural oak 8570 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 500 1 Authentic white oak 8563 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1

Natural pearl oak 8569 | matt lacquered | PS 500 1 Limed off-white natural oak 8571 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 500 1

Natural cream oak 8572 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 500 1 Vital oak 8562 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1

Natural oak 8568 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 500 1 Natural mocha oak 8573 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 500 1
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Longlife parquet Residence

Authentic antique brown oak 8566 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1 Authentic olive grey oak 8565 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1

Authentic Bourbon oak 8567 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1 Authentic steamed oak 8564 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 500 1

PS 500 

| 1-Strip (Strip parquet for herringbone look) 

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered surface 

| All-round, irregular V-bevel for naturally oiled surfaces 

| All-round V-bevel for matt lacquered surfaces 

| Click system: Quadroclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 710 x 142 mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Residence

Oak harmonious 8042 | lacquered | PS 400 1 Oak lively 8047 | lacquered | PS 400 1

Smoked oak lively 8031 | brushed | lacquered | PS 400 1

PS 400  

| 1-Strip (Strip parquet for herringbone look) 

| Lacquered surfaces 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Click system: Uniclic 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 11mm 

| Effective measurement: 500 x 100mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Longlife parquet Residence

White oak lively 8579 | Antique structure | naturally oiled | PS 300 1 Off-white oak lively 8574 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1

Pure oak lively 8577 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1 White washed oak lively 8236 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 300 1

Limed cream oak lively 8582 | matt lacquered | PS 300 1 Pure oak harmonious 8583 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 300 1
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Longlife parquet Residence

Limed cream oak lively 8575 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1 Limed oak lively 8581 | matt lacquered | PS 300 1

Oak harmonious 8027 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 300 1 Oak lively 8247 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1

Oak lively 8028 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 300 1 Authentic brown-grey oak 8578 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1

Authentic golden brown oak 8576 | brushed | naturally oiled | PS 300 1 American walnut lively 8044 | matt lacquered | PS 300

1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Residence

Espresso oak lively 8580 | Antique structure | naturally oiled | PS 300 1 Smoked oak harmonious 8052 | brushed | matt lacquered | PS 300 1

PS 300  

| 1-Strip (strip parquet) 

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered surface 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 1187 x 142mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Style

White oak country 8584 | planked, vintage structure, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1 White washed oak country 8585 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1

White oak country 8267 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1 Pure oak country 8598 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1

Oak country 8263 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1 Limed brown oak country 8587 | planked, vintage structure, brushed
                                                  | naturally oiled | PC 400 1

Antique brown oak country 8590 | planked, vintage structure, brushed 
                                                   | naturally oiled | PC 400 1

Dark brown antique oak country 8588 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1
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Longlife parquet Style

Olive brown oak country 8589 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PC 400 1 Silver grey oak country 8586 | planked, vintage structure, brushed
                                                | naturally oiled | PC 400 1

PC 400

| 3-Strip 

| Naturally oiled surface 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13mm 

| Effective measurement: 2400 x 255mm 

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Longlife parquet Style

Pure oak country 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PQ 500 1 Pure oak harmonious 8269 | brushed | matt lacquered | PQ 500 1

Oak country 8272 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PQ 500 1 Oak harmonious 8270 | brushed | matt lacquered | PQ 500 1

Silver grey oak country 8273 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled | PQ 500 1

PQ 500  

| Square 

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered suirface 

| All-round micro-bevel 

| Click system: Quadroclic Plus 

| MEISTER Longlife warranty* in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm wood wear layer 

| Thickness: 13.5mm 

| Effective measurement:  485 x 485mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled 1 FSC®-certified
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Lindura wood flooring

Natural arctic white oak 8516 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300 White washed rustic oak 8425 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

White washed oak lively 8427 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Natural alabaster oak 8530 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300

Pure larch lively 8419 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Larch lively 8418 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

Pure rustic oak 8413 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Oak lively 8417 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300
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Lindura wood flooring

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LINDURA

Natural caramel oak 8518 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300 Natural light oak 8521 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300

Rustic oak 8410 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Café latte rustic oak 8414 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

Light clay grey oak lively 8416 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Cappuccino rustic oak 8512 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

Natural crema oak 8525 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300 Natural honey oak 8519 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300
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Lindura wood flooring

Rustic oak 8520 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300 Natural light brown oak 8527 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300

Golden brown rustic oak 8514 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 American walnut lively 8523 | matt lacquered | HD 300

Natural pure American walnut 8522 | matt lacquered | HD 300 Olive grey rustic oak 8511 | Vintage structure, brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

Natural titanium oak 8524 | brushed | matt lacquered | HD 300 Clay grey rustic oak 8411 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300
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Lindura wood flooring

HD 300 

 | 1-Strip (plank) 

| Naturally oiled or matt lacquered surface  

| Longitudinal V-bevel with microbevel on the end - with natural | lively grading 

| Longitudinal, irregular V-bevel with micro-bevel on the end - with rustic grading 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas 

| Thickness: 11mm 

| Effective measurement: 

| 2600 x 320mm | 2200 x 270mm (with naturally oiled surfaces) 

| 2200 x 270mm (with matt lackered surfaces)

Smoked oak lively 8513 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300 Black washed rustic oak 8412 | brushed | naturally oiled | HD 300

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled
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Design flooring Classic

White Island 6961 | Decor | DD 85 | DD 85 S White Island 6961 | Decor | DD 75 | DD 75 S

Catalana oak 6968 | Wood effect | DD 85 Catalana oak 6968 | Wood effect | DD 75 | DD 75 S

Daytona oak 6982 | Wood effect | DD 85 | DD 85 S Light Smokey Wood 6963 | Wood effect | DD 85 | DD 85 S

Light Smokey Wood 6963 | Wood effect | DD 75 Grey County 6962 | Decor | DD 85 | DD 85 S
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Design flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING CLASSIC

Grey County 6962 | Decor | DD 75 | DD 75 S Cortona oak 6967 | Wood effect | DD 85

Cortona oak 6967 | Wood effect | DD 75 | DD 75 S Ceramica 6979 | Decor | DD 85 | DD 85 S

Atelier 6980 | Decor | DD 85 | DD 85 S Mill oak 6969 | Wood effect | DD 85

Mill oak 6969 | Wood effect | DD 75 Maple 202 | Wood effect | DC 75 | DC 75 S
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Design flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING CLASSIC

Beech 6201 | Wood effect | DC 75 | DC 75 S Long Beach oak 6981 | Wood effect | DD 85 | DD 85 S

Natural oak 6067 | Wood effect | DC 75 | DC 75 S Reserva oak 6966 | Wood effect | DD 75 | DD 75 S

Dark Smokey Wood 6964 | Wood effect | DD 85 | DD 85 S Dark Smokey Wood 6964 | Wood effect | DD 75

Walnut 211 | Wood effect | DC 75 | DC 75 S Cinnamon oak 6965 | Wood effect | DD 85 | DD 85 S
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Design flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING CLASSIC

Cinnamon oak 6965 | Wood effect | DD 75 | DD 75 S Slate 6978 | Imitation | DD 85 | DD 85 S

DD 75 | DD 75 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round micro-bevel 

| AquaSafe special board 

| SilentTouch® surface 

| Available on request with sound-absorbiong cushion 

| Klicksystem: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 5mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1290 x 194mm

DC 75 | DC 75 S

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| AquaSafe special board 

| SilentTouch® surface 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Klicksystem: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 5mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1290 x 194mm

DD 85 | DD 85 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round micro-bevel 

| AquaSafe special board 

| SilentTouch® surface 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Klicksystem: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 5mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1290 x 245mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Design flooring Catega® Flex

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING PREMIUM

Arctic white oak 6946 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Off-white knotty oak 6947 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Ash 6948 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Pure maple 6944 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Greige oak 6959 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Light cracked oak 6956 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Sahara beige oak 6957 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Limed rusticated oak 6943 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S
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Design flooring Catega® Flex

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING PREMIUM

Old wood pine 6951 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Old wood oak 6954 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Clay grey old wood oak 6941 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Vintage ash 6950 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Caramel oak 6953 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Light mountain oak 6940 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

Cappuccino split oak 6955 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Natural English oak 6952 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S
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Design flooring Catega® Flex

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING PREMIUM

Cognac English oak 6949 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S Walnut 6945 | Wood effect | DD 300 | DD 300 S

DD 300 | DD 300 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23|33 

| All-round micro-bevel 

| AquaSafe special board 

| SilentTouch® surface 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Klicksystem: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 5mm (6mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 2150 x 216mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Design flooring Tecara

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING PREMIUM

White spruce 6975 | Wood effect | DD 350 S Distinctive grey white oak 6971 | Wood effect | DD 350 S

Old grey oak 6937 | Wood effect | DD 350 S Pure oak lively 6974 | Wood effect | DD 350 S

Old wood oak 6972 | Wood effect | DD 350 S Light oak 6921 | Wood effect | DD 350 S

Cappuccino oak 6935 | Wood effect | DD 350 S Natural oak lively 6973 | Wood effect | DD 350 S
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Design flooring Tecara

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | DESIGN FLOORING PREMIUM

Greige oak 6934 | Wood effect | DD 350 S Antique brown oak 6933 | Wood effect | DD 350 S

DD 350 S  

| 1-Strip (plank)  

| Wear class 23 | 33  

| All-round V-bevel  

| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus  

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas  

| Thickness: approx. 9mm  

| Effective measurement: 2120 x 240mm 

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Cork flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING CLASSIC

Off-white fine structure 6816 | KC 85 S White grey vintage 6817 | KC 85 S

Cream fine structure 6815 | KC 85 S Light grey fine structure 6818 | KC 85 S 

Fine structure 6828 |KC 85 S Coarse structure 6827 | KC 85 S 

KC 85 S 

| Wear class 23 

| Matt lacquered surface 

| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 10 years in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm cork wear layer 

| Thickness: 10mm 

| Effective measurement:  910 x 304mm 

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Cork flooring Puro

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING PREMIUM

Cream medium structure 6819 | KD 300 S 

Grey medium structure 6821 | KD 300 S 

White vintage 6823 | KD 300 S 

Cream grey medium structure 6824 | KD 300 S

Pure medium structure 6825 | KD 300 S 

Cognac medium structure 6826 | KD 300 S 
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Cork flooring Puro

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | CORK FLOORING PREMIUM

Dark brown medium structure 6820 | KD 300 S Anthracite medium structure 6822 | KD 300 S

KD 300 S 

| Wear class 23  

| Naturally oiled surface  

| All-round micro-bevel  

| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus  

| MEISTER warranty* 10 years in living areas  

| Approx. 2.5mm cork wear layer  

| Thickness: 10mm  

| Effective measurement: 2120 x 240mm  

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com = naturally oiled
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Linoleum flooring Puro

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LINOLEUM FLOORING PREMIUM

Cream 7300 | LID 300 S Grey 7303 | LID 300 S 

Cement grey 7302 | LID 300 S Quartz grey 7304 | LID 300 S 

Warm grey 7301 | LID 300 S Golden brown 7305 | LID 300 S
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Linoleum flooring Puro

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LINOLEUM FLOORING PREMIUM

Dark brown embossed stripe 7307 | LID 300 S Slate anthracite 7306 | LID 300 S   

LID 300 S

| Wear class 23 | 33 

| With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion 

| All-round micro-bevel  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 10 years in living areas 

| Approx. 2.5mm linoleum wear layer 

| Thickness: 10mm 

| Effective measurement: 2120 x 235mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Nadura

Light sandstone 6323 | Imitation | NB 400 Light grey sandstone 6313 | Imitation | NB 400 

Light grey metallic 6486 | Decor | NB 400

Slate grey 6333 | Imitation | NB 400 Cream grey rustic 6480 | Decor | NB 400 

Warm grey structural concrete 6314 | Imitation | NB 400Grey metallic 6484 | Decor | NB 400

Stone grey rustic 6481 | Decor | NB 400
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Nadura

Concrete grey hickory 6223 | Imitation | NB 400 Sliver-grey sandstone 6324 | Imitation | NB 400

Arctic grey slate 6478 | Imitation | NB 400 Beige-grey sandstone 6302 | Imitation | NB 400

Titanium grey rustic 6479 | Decor | NB 400

Sienna grey 6305 | Imitation | NB 400

Rust metallic 6483 | Decor | NB 400

Volcano metallic 6485 | Decor | NB 400
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Nadura

Anthracite metallic 6482 | Decor | NB 400

NB 400

| Wear class 23 | 34  

| All-round V-bevel  

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system  

| Nadura surface  

| Click system: Masterclic Plus  

| MEISTER warranty* Lifetime in living areas, 10 years in commercial areas  

| Thickness: approx. 10.5mm  

| Effective measurement: 853 x 395mm 

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Slate anthracite 6332 | Imitation | NB 400 
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Nadura

Cream 6470 | Imitation | NQ 500 Silk grey 6471 | Imitation | NQ 500

Clay grey 6472 | Imitation | NQ 500

Quartz grey 6473 | Imitation | NQ 500 Platinum grey 6474 | Imitation | NQ 500

Concrete grey 6477 | Imitation | NQ 500
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Nadura

NQ 500 

| Wear class 23 | 34  

| All-round V-bevel  

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system   

| Nadura surface  

| Click system: Quadroclic Plus  

| MEISTER warranty*  Lifetime in living areas, 10 years in commercial areas  

| Thickness: approx. 10.5mm  

| Effective measurement: 485 x 485mm 

Black 6476 | Imitation | NQ 500

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Anthracite 6475 | Imitation | NQ 500
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Plain pure white 6448 | Decor | LB 85 Opaque white oak 6536 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Artisan ash 6402 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S White sandstone 6047 | Imitation | LB 85

Arctic white ash 6251 | Wood effect | LC 55 Marzipan oak 6268 | Wood effect | LC 75
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Laminate flooring Classic

Sienna cream 6171 | Imitation | LB 85   White spruce 6449 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S

White Life 6390 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Sea Side 6417 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Sea Side 6417 | Wood effect | LD 75 Mystery White 6419 | Decor | LC 55 | LC 55 S

Marzipan oak 6268 | Wood effect | LC 55 White lyed spruce 6378 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Bodega oak 6403 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S Taverna oak 6428 | Wood effect | LD 75

White lyed oak 6181 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S White lyed oak 6181 | Wood effect | LD 75

White lyed oak 6181 | Wood effect | LC 75 Light timber 6279 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Mystery White 6419 | Decor | LD 95 Mystery White 6419 | Decor | LD 75
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Laminate flooring Classic

Royal beech 6388 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S Maple 6007 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Maple 202 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S Maple 202 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Hemlock 6057 | Wood effect | LC 55   Beech 6201 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S

Cappuccino sessile oak 6322 | Wood effect | LD 95 White maple 6003 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Beech 6201 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Oak 462 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Natural oak 6067 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S Taverna oak 6428 | Wood effect | LD 95

Taverna oak 6428 | Wood effect | LC 75 Distinctive pure oak 6273 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Distinctive pure oak 6273 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Light boathouse oak 6259 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

Barista oak 6420 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Barista oak 6420 | Wood effect | LD 95

Barista oak 6420 | Wood effect | LD 75 Light Chiemsee oak 6376 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S

Caledonia oak 6421 | Wood effect | LD 75 Cappuccino oak 6263 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Tosca chestnut 6405 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S Cappuccino cracked oak  6318 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S



Boathouse oak 6188 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Cappuccino oak 6263 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S Cappuccino oak 6263 | Wood effect | LC 75

Habanera oak 6429 | Wood effect | LD 75

Arcadia oak 6412 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S Arcadia oak 6412 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S

Loft Style 6401 | Decor | LB 85   Fancy Pine 6438 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S



176 DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Laminate flooring Classic

Cool Storm 6533 | Decor | LB 85 

Brushed Wood 6422 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Grey oak 6442 | Wood effect | LC 75

Slate grey 6136 | Imitation | LB 85 Blue Metal 6544 | Decor | LB 85 

West Side 6397 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Dark hemlock 6058 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S

Patina Wood 6398 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Light cracked oak 6258 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S Light cracked oak 6258 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S

Marrakech oak 6396 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S Nova oak 6413 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Oak 6443 | Wood effect | LC 75 Oak 6441 | Wood effect | LC 75

Beech 461 | Wood effect | LC 75 Limed oak 6027 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S



178 DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Laminate flooring Classic

Cracked Terra oak 6439 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S

Cracked Terra oak 6439 | Wood effect | LD 75 Vintage Wood 6399 | Wood effect | LB 85   

Quinta oak 6406 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S Cognac rustic oak 6256 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Doussie 6509 | Wood effect | LC 75

Cracked Terra oak 6439 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Silver spruce 6004 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S
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Laminate flooring Classic

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Walnut 211 | Wood effect | LC 55 | LC 55 S Walnut 211 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S

Portofino oak 6395 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S Mississippi Wood 6404 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S

Walnut 6440 | Wood effect | LC 75 | LC 75 S Amore walnut 6389 | Wood effect | LD 95 | LD 95 S

Black Pearl 6418 | Decor | LD 95 Brown Chiemsee oak 6377 | Wood effect | LD 75 | LD 75 S
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LD 75 | LD 75 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Availble on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (9.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1288 x 198mm

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING CLASSIC

Laminate flooring Classic

LB 85 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm  

| Effective measurement: 853 x 395mm

LD 95 | LD 95 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (9.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 2052 x 220mm

LC 55  | LC 55 S

| 1-Strip | 2-Strip | 3-Strip 

| Wear class 23 | 31 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 15 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 7mm (8.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1288 x 198mm

LC 75 | LC 75 S

| 1-Strip | 2-Strip | 3-Strip 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Multiclic 

| MEISTER warranty* 20 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (9.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1288 x 198mm

Luxury Club 6407 | Decor | LD 75 | LD 75 S Slate anthracite 6137 | Imitation | LB 85   

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Laminate flooring Melango

Nordic spruce 6383 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S White oak harmonious 6139 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

Polar oak 6381 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Atacama oak 6380 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

Cappuccino spruce 6384 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S White grey oak 6277 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Melango

Mohair grey vintage oak 6288 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Caramel oak 6276 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

Toffee oak 6275 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Dakar oak 6385 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

Medici oak 6410 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Cappuccino cracked vintage oak 6317 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

Barrique oak 6411 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Bargello oak 6423 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S
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Laminate flooring Melango

LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system       

| Diamond Pro surface 

| Antistatic surface  

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 9mm (11.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 2052 x 248mm 

 

Product protected by patent: DE 102006001 155 | RU 237 2208

Savannah oak 6382 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S Tempranillo oak 6424 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 25 | LD 300 | 25 S

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Laminate flooring Melango

White oak harmonious 6139 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Arctic white oak 6503 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Pure ash 6286 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Silver-grey pine 791 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Light vintage pine 6283 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Cream grey oak 6285 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

White grey oak 6277 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Clay oak 6433 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Melango

Sand oak 6435 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Chocolate oak 6436 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Velvet oak 6434 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Dark vintage pine 6437 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Grey oak 6132 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Light oak 286 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Light oak harmonious 6133 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Medium oak 6131 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Laminate flooring Melango

Natural oak 287 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Brown oak 6036 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

Walnut lively 6140 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S Smoked oak 6035 | Wood effect | LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

LD 300 | 20 | LD 300 | 20 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| Longitudinal V-bevel 

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system       

| Diamond Pro surface 

| Antistatic surface  

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 9mm (11.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 2052 x 208mm 

 

Product protected by patent: DE 102006001 155 | RU 237 2208

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Opaque white oak 6536 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Sea Side 6417 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

Bodega oak 6403 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Vanilla oak 6265 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

Natural oak 6446 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Maple 6017 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

Cappuccino oak 6263 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Arcadia oak 6412 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM

Laminate flooring Talamo
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Dark oak 6445 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Verona oak 6447 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

Nova oak 6413 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S Muscat oak 6416 | Wood effect | LS 300 | LS 300 S

LS 300 | LS 300 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| All-round V-bevel 

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system       

| Diamond Pro surface 

| Antistatic surface  

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1287 x 140mm

Laminate flooring Talamo

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Marzipan oak 6268 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Light oak 6444 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Aspen oak 6427 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Light timber 6279 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Milano oak 6391 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Nova oak 6413 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S West Side 6397 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Laminate flooring Micala

Boathouse oak 6188 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Patina Wood 6398 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Cashmere spruce 6379 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Casablanca oak 6414 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Light boathouse oak 6259 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Chianti oak 6392 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S

Muscat oak 6416 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Style Factory 6408 | Decor | LD 200 | LD 200 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM

Laminate flooring Micala

Lyed oak 6173 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S
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Tundra oak 6415 | Wood effect | LD 200 | LD 200 S Black Pearl 6418 | Decor | LD 200 | LD 200 S

LD 200 | LD 200 S

| 1-Strip (plank) 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| Longitudinal V-bevel 

| All-round V-bevel for decor Style Factory 6408 

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system       

| Diamond Pro surface 

| Antistatic surface  

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1287 x 198mm

Laminate flooring Micala

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Laminate flooring Micala

Snow-white larch 6320 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Light oak 6444 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Light oak 6011 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S White sand oak 6431 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Milano oak 6391 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Vitus oak 6430 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Lyed oak 6173 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Monclair oak 6432 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Maple 6017 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Royal beech 6388 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Maple 202 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Beech 6201 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Laminate flooring Micala

Nova oak 6413 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Natural rustic oak 6135 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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Oak 462 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Casablanca oak 6414 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Trentino oak 6393 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Chianti oak 6392 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Café latte oak 6267 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Provence oak 6394 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Muscat oak 6416 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Walnut 211 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

Laminate flooring Micala

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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LC 200 | LC 200 S

| 1-Strip | 2-Strip | 3-Strip 

| Wear class 23 | 32 

| Comprehensive protection against humidity: AquaSafe system       

| Diamond Pro surface 

| Antistatic surface  

| Available on request with sound-absorbing cushion 

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

| MEISTER warranty* 25 years in living areas, 5 years in commercial areas 

| Thickness: 8mm (10.5mm with sound-absorbing cushion) 

| Effective measurement: 1287 x 198mm

Laminate flooring Micala

Amore walnut 6389 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S Tundra oak 6415 | Wood effect | LC 200 | LC 200 S

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

DESIGNING LIVING SPACES | LAMINATE FLOORING PREMIUM
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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and our 

range. As we know: you expect the best all the time. And that‘s what we want to give you.

|  MEISTER is committed to its location. 

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees 

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

|  MEISTER is a leading innovator. 

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and  

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

|  MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment. 

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

|  MEISTER stands for specialist retail. 

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our » 100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen « network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a 
masterpiece
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